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The fast breeder reactor development project in Japan

has been in progress through operation of the experimental

fast reactor JOYO, design of the prototype fast breeder re-

actor MONJU and related R & D works. JOYO began operation

in mid-1977, increased power from 50 MWt to 75MWt in July

1979 and operation cycles at 75MWt are continued at present.

With respect to MONUU, which is a 300 MWe plant, progress

toward construction has been made and the safety review are

started by the concerned authorities.

Conceptual design studies of large demonstralion fast

breeder reactor are also being made by PNC. It is a 1000 MWe,

loop type plant.

In JOYO, the power coefficient anomaly occured when the

power was raised initially from 50 MWt to 75 MWt after 2 cycles'

operation at 50 MWt power. The following characteristics

were observed:

(1) A reactivity loss larger than predicted occured when

power was initially increased from 50 MWt to 75 MWt.
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(2) This anomaly occured only once, irreversibly and has

not been observed in any subsequent power increases

from 50 MWt to 75 MWt.

(3) This reactivity loss was approximately 40 fb at 250° C

isothermal condition.

(4) The absolute value of the power coefficient and its

dependence on the power level were different before

and after this anomalous reactivity loss.

This phenomenon has not been anticipated from the core

design or from core characteristic test results. To in-

vestigate causes of the anomaly, several factors were con-

sidered, as follows:

o Composition change of fuel pellet (removal of posi-

tion reactivity components)

o Cracking of fuel pellet (heterogeneous effect, thermal

conductivity change)

o Elongation of effective fuel length (stack height)

o Abnormal behavior of Control Rod Drive Mechanism or

control rod (B4C pellet)

o Increase of effectiv diameter of core (deflection of

core fuel assembly or displacement of fuel pin bundle)

Through the detailed as the most probable cause of the

anomaly. This judgement is based on the fact that the post

irradiation examination of irradiated fuels in JOYO showed

the pellet stack elongation of 3 to 5 mm, which corresponds
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to 40 £ reactivity loss. Also, analysis of the fuel ir-

radiation behavior showed that fuel temperature rise due

to threshold-type fission product gas release from fuel

pellets increase in power coefficient.

At present, the JOYO is continuing duty cycle operations

at 75 MWt. A difference in power coefficient between begin-

ning of cycle (BOC) and end of cycle (EOC) is observed with

reactivity recovery in this duty cycle operation. Those

phenomena are considered to be related to the anomaly.

The present data and calculation method give a calcula-

tion-to-experiment (.C/E) ratio of 0.97 for the isothermal

temperature coefficient. But the power coefficients are

underestimated around 10% by the calculation and disagree-

ment with measurements becomes large at a higher power

range.

For MONJU, the temperature coefficients and the reactiv-

ity due to core bowing have been assessed to improve accuracy

of the predicted power coefficients. The results of analyses

for mock-up experiments such as MOZART and some PCA series,

and for SEFOR experiments have been used to predict the most

probable values and the uncertainties of the various tempera-

ture coefficients. The C/E values of 0.97 to 1.16 obtained

for the sample worths of 2 3 9Pu, 2 4 1Pu, 2 3 5U and 2 3 8U, of

0.86 to 1.18 for structural materials and of 0.70 to 0.33

for a coolant material (sodium) are within 30% error band,

which is set up in the design. For Doppler coefficients,

small sample Doppler measurements yielded D/E values in the

range of 0.89 to 1.02 with an average value of 0.92.

Analyses of SEFOR superprompt critical experiemnt yielded

C/E values of 0.88 with a standard deviation of ± 0.12.

A three-dimensional diffusion theory perturbation code

has been utilized to calculate the reactivity effects of

three-dimensional core deformation caused by fuel and struc-

tural material displacements, sodium redistribution due to

these displaceme-ts and swelling-creep phenomena of structural

materials. The bowing behaviors of fuel assemblies in the

core were obtained by three-dimensional bowing calculations.

Results of the analyses were agreed within 15% with those

performed by the code system combinning a single row bowing

and two-dimensional R-Z reactivity calculations. The rates

of bowing reactivity in power coefficients are 2 to 7% in

JOYO and below 10% in MONJU.

For sodium void reactivity, the measured data in fast

critical assemblies were fitted by multipling the calcualted

non-leakage term by 1.12 and the leakage term by 0.88, in the

case that anisotropic diffusion coefficients by Benoist were

used. The reactivity insertion was also calculated for

hydraulic control rod vibrations, because this was thought

as one of major disturbance in normal operations.



For the large demonstration reactor of 1000 MWe, a

homogeneous reactor was taken into consideration as refer-

ence design. Design studies were performed to clarify the

relations between several important core characteristics

and various design parameters. The physics problems includ-

ing optimization of doubling time and core inventory, selec-

tion of contrjl-rod patterns and control strategy to minimize

local power peaking and to maintain power flattening, and

sensitivity studies of disassembly energy at both LOF and

TPO accidents as a function of sodium-void reactivity.

The heterogeneous core design studies were also performed

for 100 MWe power plant. The purpose of the design studies

was to investigate the feasibility of replacing the homo-

geneous core arrangement with heterogeneous cores without

violating the size of core diameter, power, coolant flow

rate and refueling interval. Two types of heterogeneous

reactors are studied. The one uses the same driver fuel

pin diameter (6.5mm) as prototype reactor MONJU and the other

uses the same fuel pin diameter (7.4mm) as the reference

homogeneous reactor.

The objectives and criteria are as follows;

(1) A compound system doubling time of 25 and 20 years or

less for the heterogeneous core with 6.5 and 7.4 mm

fuel pins, respectively,

(2) low sodium void worth of about $2.5,

(3) the core discharged average exposure of about 80,000

MWD/T, and

(4) maximum linear heat rating of 360 to 430 w/cm for the

core with 6.5 and 7.4mm fuel pins, respectively.

The heterogeneous core layout was determined with

the result of considerable studies to suppress the peak

linear powers under the design limitaion through operating

cycles, while achivihg the required control rod worth and

doubling time. The main features obtained from these

studies are as follows;

(1) The doubling time in the heterogeneous reactor is re-

latively independent of fuel rod size,

(2) The fissible inventory of the heterogeneous core with

6.5mm fuel pins is nearly the same as the homogeneous

reactor, however the inventory of the heterogeneous

core with 7.4mm fuel pins is about 7% larger than the

homogeneous reactor,

(3) The sodium void reactivity in the heterogeneous core

is about 60% of the homogeneous reactor, and

(4) The total doppler feedback constant for the heterogeneous

and homogeneous reactors are nearly the same.

The change of power distributions with fuel burnup and

control rod operation was investigated in both heterogeneous

and homogeneous reactors. As the fuel burnup proceeds in the
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heterogeneous reactor, the power fraction in the center re-

gion of the core increases gradually and the power shape at

the end of cycle is flattened through the whole core region

without control rod insertion. This means that the power

shape at the beginning of cycle must be flattened only with

the control rod insertion located in the outer core region.

The sensitiveness of power change due to fuel burnup and

control rod operation in the heterogeneous core is greater

than in the homogeneous reactor.

The core bowing behaviour in the heterogeneous and homo-

geneous reactor was calculated through fuel burnup cycle by

a three-dimensional structural analysis code. In case of

heterogeneous reactor, inward and outward bowing of fuel

assemblies was obtined, while the preferred outward bowing

was obtained in homogeneous reactor. However, the maximum

contact force between core elements, the maximum bending

stress of duct, the maximum displacement of control rod guide

tube and the maximum permanent deformation of fuel assmblies

in heterogeneous reactor are nearly the same as in homogeneous

reactor.

The boiling, fuel slumpoing and FCI sequence in TOP and

LOF accidents were analyzed by SAS-3D and VENUS code for

both heterogeneous and homogeneous reactor. As the internal

blanket assemblies have a lower heat flux and a longer time

constant that the fuel assemblies, it is expected that the

hypothetical accident will be termiated by fuel dispersion

prior to significant addition of sodium void reactivity

from the internal blankets even if the internal blanket

assemblies have the same power to flow ratio as fuel as-

semblies. Thus the effective distructive energy in the

heterogeneous reactor will be smaller than the homogenous

reactor.

To improve the calcualtion-to-experiment differences

for important physics parameters measured in large fast

critical assemblies such as ZPPR-9 and 10, present data

and calcualtion methods are being examined. A more refined

analysis is also used to resolve many of these discrepancies.
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